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Abstract- Family resilience is established to reduce the incidence 

of trauma, depression, loss and crisis experienced by families 
and family members. Apart from the importance of the concept 
of family resilience, there has not been an adequate focus on all 
aspects of this concept in the discipline of nursing. 
Objective: This paper reports an analysis of the concept of 
family resilience. Methods: This concept analysis approach 
applies the theories of Walker and Avant. Results: Family 
resilience attributes include (1) ability to absorb (2) adaptability 

(3) ability to change (4) welfare promotion (5) achieve function
(6) empower resources in the family. These attributes are ability
to learn from experience, adaptability, ability to function again,
ability to overcome crises, ability to recover, and empower
resources in the family.
Conclusion: building family resilience in preventing post-
disaster psychosocial problems is the main goal of disaster
management on a psychosocial perspective. This analysis
provides a new perspective for nurses by helping them
understand all components in the concept of family resilience.
Keywords: concept analysis, family resilience, nursing

I. INTRODUCTION 

The family resilience approach is built to develop and 

strengthen family capacity to overcome difficulties [1]. In 

Indonesia, post-disaster family resilience in preventing 

psychosocial problems has not received much attention from 

various groups. Building family resilience is in fact a real 

effort to build family capacity to survive, adapt and fight 
stress by using resources within the family itself. Family 

resilience is built to reduce the incidence of depression, loss 

and crisis experienced by families and family members. 

Apart from the importance of the concept of family 

resilience, there has not been an adequate focus on all aspects 

of this concept in the discipline of nursing. Furthermore, 

other researchers provide different definitions. The purpose 

of this concept analysis is to uphold the concept of family 

resilience which is still ambiguous and determines the 

specific meaning of family resilience. 

The term family resilience is often used in various health 
studies. As stated by [2] using the term family resilience 

namely positive adjustment with higher levels of spirituality, 

higher levels of life satisfaction, and lower levels of 

depression correlated significantly. Furthermore, Feder, et al. 

[3] use family resilience as the ability to withstand difficulties

or, more specifically, the ability to maintain an allostatic

mechanism in the presence of stressors. As a matter of fact,

[4-6] using family resilience in the context of family

overcomes difficulties, while others with similar situations do

not have the same response. Concept analysis identifies the

unique characteristics of each concept and provides an

appropriate operational definition of the concept. In addition, 

concept analysis can improve ambiguous concepts in theory. 

This can then provide a more basic and deeper understanding 

of the attributes underlying the concept [7]. In this paper, to 

test the concept of family resilience related to nursing, we 

employed eight steps of the process, i.e. (1) choosing a 

concept (2) determining the purpose of the analysis (3) 

identifying all conceptual uses (4) defining attributes (5) 

building case models (6) identifying antecedents (7) 

identifying consequences and (8) determining empirical 

references [7]. 

II. METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted by examining the research 

literature using keywords; "Family resilience" and "Family 

hardiness". The identification of the concept of toughness 

was done by searching literature on 896 articles in the 

database Science Direct, Proquest, Wiley Online Library, 

Springer Link, and Ebscohost. Literature search results can 

be divided into a number of source classifications, namely 

dictionaries and literature (nursing). Literary inclusion 

criteria include as follows: Article title containing 

keywords, in the form of journal articles, written in 

English, publication between January 2015-October 2018. 
Articles that met the criteria of 18 articles were analysed, 

after screening by title, abstract, and eligibility. 

III. RESULTS

1. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF FAMILY

RESILIENCE

Family resilience does not appear in the dictionary as a

whole term. However, "toughness" and "family" can be

found separately. First, according to online KBBI,

resilience is "tenacity, strength" [8]. According to

dictionary.com/browse/ [9] toughness is "the strength or

ability to return to its original shape, position, after being
bent, pressed, or stretched; elasticity. The English-Oxford

dictionary describes resilience as the capacity to recover

quickly from difficulties; violence [10]

Second, according to online KBBI, the family is

"mother and father and their children; whole house [8].

According to dictionary.com/browse/ [9] the family is

a basic social unit consisting of parents and their

children, considered to be a group, whether living

together or not. Besides, according to the oxford-

English family the dictionary is "a group consisting of

two parents and their children living together as a
whole" [10].
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Apart from dictionary definitions, the term family 

resilience appears in the field of health/nursing [11] 

defines family resilience as a predictor or independent 

variable given that as a social construct it is 

significantly related to the psychological well-being of 

family members. define family resilience as the 

family's ability to restore and maintain its collective 

integrity while promoting the well-being of every 

family member and family as a whole [12]. Family 

resilience is that ability which does not only involve 

more than being able to manage and survive stressful 

events but also uses the difficulty to forge personal 

growth and transformative relationships [1]. In 

addition, family resilience is defined as a person's 

ability to cope with or adapt to stress hazards starting 

from the level of preparation for potential hazards, and 

prior planned adjustments in response to perceived 

hazards, including relief and rescue [13]. 

2. Attributes or characteristics of family resilience

Attributes as characteristics that appear in a concept

repeatedly and help researchers distinguish the

occurrence of a specific phenomenon from the same

[7]. This review of the literature helps to identify the

characteristics of family resilience that are influenced

by family abilities. These characteristics can be

summarized into ability to learn from experience,

adaptability, ability to function again, ability to

overcome crises, ability to recover, and empower

resources in the family.

Operational definition: Family resilience is the 

family's ability to adapt to change, recovering from its 

original function through learning from experience by 

empowering resources in the family. 

Stages in the concept of analysis [7] include: 

1.1. Choose a concept, beginning with the selection of 

a phenomenon and giving a label. 

Concept: toughness 

Mr. Pamuji's family has 2 teenagers; he works as 

farmer every day and serves as a village chief. In 

2010, Mr. Pamuji's family suffered a catastrophic 

eruption of Mount Merapi, which was the 12th 

eruption experienced by Mr. Pamuji all this time. 

During this time Mr. Pamuji's family has never 

received assistance/explanation / health education 

on ways to deal with the catastrophic eruption of 

Mount Merapi. In 2011, Mr Pamuji's village 

arrived by a group of nursing students who 

practiced in the area of Mr. Pamuji's Village. As 

long as students are there, students carry out 

various activities starting from the assessment of 

mental health problems that arise in each family, 

determine the problems experienced, determine 

the intervention, train the family to solve the 

problems faced and evaluate the results of 

activities. 

The results of the evaluation of the student 

practice activities found that the family of Mr. 

Pamuji and several other families stated that they 

were ready and brave to face the next disaster 

because they already had knowledge about how to 

deal with disasters to prevent psychosocial 

problems that arise. Mr. Pamuji's family is a 

family that is actively involved in community 

capacity building activities in the face of disasters, 

the family feels helped by the assistance activities, 

families are able to detect psychological problems 

due to disasters, and the family spends a lot of 

time and energy studying disaster preparedness. 

Based on some of the found phenomena, the 

authors label that families have resilience to 

prevent psychosocial problems that occur due to 

disasters. 

1.2. Determine the objectives of analysing the concept 

of Resilience are: 

a. Uphold the concept of resilience which is still

ambiguous

b. To determine the specific meaning of

toughness

c. To determine the belief in the concept of

family resilience in playing an active role in

preventing psychosocial problems due to

disasters.

1.3. Identify all uses of the selected concept. 

The identification of the concept of resilience is 

done by searching the literature on 896 articles in 

the Science Direct, Proquest, Wiley Online 

Library, Springer Link, and Ebscohost databases. 

The results of search literature are divided into 

several classifications of sources, namely 

dictionaries and literature (nursing). 

Sources from dictionaries are obtained as follows: 

Resilience is tenacity, strength [8]. Ecology: The 

capacity of an ecosystem to recover from 

interference [14]. Social: the ability of a system to 

withstand changes in its environment and still 

function [14]. Psychological resilience is the 

ability to overcome crises or to return to pre-crisis 

status quickly [14]. Psychological resilience is in 

people who develop psychological abilities and 

behaviours that allow them to remain calm during 

crises / chaos and to move away from incidents 

without long-term negative consequences. [14]. 

Material: the ability of a material to absorb energy 

when defective, and release that energy when 

dismantled [14]. Strength or ability to return to the 

original form, position, etc., after being bent, 

compressed, or stretched; elasticity [9]. 

The family's ability to restore and maintain its 

collective integrity while promoting welfare [12]. 

The body's tense ability to restore its size and 

shape after deformation caused primarily by 

pressure [15]. Resilience is it involves more than 

being able to manage and endure stressful events 

but also uses the difficulty to forge transformative 

personals and relationship growth [1]. A person's 

ability to cope with or adapt to the dangers of 

stress starts from the level of preparation for 

potential hazards, and planned adjustments in 

response to perceived hazards, including 
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assistance and rescue [13]. Sustainability 

'function, structure, and identity in a way that 

highlights' keeping the way of life' after an 

emergency [16]. The ability to adapt to change, to 

adjust its structure, modify or change in changing 

circumstances [17]. As a system that is able to 

absorb, adapt, transform and prepare for past and 

future impacts from economic, environmental and 

social shocks or pressures, in order to promote 

sustainable development, prosperity and maintain 

acceptable growth patterns [18]. Family and 

Community Resilience; a resilience-oriented 

practice approach recognizes the broad impact of 

major trauma, places distress in extreme 

experience, attends ripple effects through 

relational networks, and aims to strengthen family 

and community resources for optimal recovery 

[19]. Family resilience: the ability to maintain, or 

reach a level of function that is competent in one 

or more domain functions (i.e., cohesion, 

adaptation, communication) [20]. 

Operational definition: Family resilience is the 

ability of the family to learn from trauma 

experience to recover and to its original function 

by empowering resources in the family. 

1.4. Determine the selected attribute. 

a. Ability to absorb

b. Adaptability

c. Ability to change

d. Ability to overcome crises

e. Ability to recover

f. Empower resources in the family

1.5. Make a case model: create / compose a scenario 

whose contents include attributes that have been 

identified in the previous stage. 

Sample case: 

A family has experience of displacement during 

the 2010 Mount Merapi eruption, the family has 

identified that the 5-year cycle of the eruption of 

Mount Merapi. Since the eruption in 2010, the 

family has chosen to take part in the activity to 

recognize the psychological impact that has 

occurred on family members due to the Merapi 

eruption. The family has recognized the 

psychological consequences thanks to the 

existence of a healthy alert village program that 

was formed. At present the family is no longer 

worried if one day the eruption of Mount Merapi 

occurs again, because it already has a good 

understanding of how to prevent the psychological 

impact that might occur. Families have the 

confidence to be able to survive and deal with 

disasters well. Families are actively involved in 

stress recognition programs and psychological 

impacts that can occur. 

Create a borderline case (3 of 4 features), and a 

contradictory case (an illustration that is not 

included, either in whole or in part) 

Borderline case caring: 

Families who have family members with mental 

disorders who have been hospitalized 3 times, 

bring their family members to the hospital when 

they experience signs and symptoms of 

recurrence. The family recognizes the signs and 

symptoms of relapse of mental disorders, the 

family is able to give medication to patients, the 

family is able to train activities to patients to 

control their mental disorders. The family 

experiences fear if suddenly the client leaves the 

house and violence. 

Examples of contrary cases: 

A man, 50 years of having hypertension, the client 

does not recognize the signs and symptoms of 

hypertension because he had never before 

experienced hypertension. Clients do not know 

the diet of hypertensive patients, clients do not 

know the limits of activities that can be done in 

hypertensive patients, and clients do not routinely 

take medication. 

1.6. Identify something that precedes before the 

chosen concept (likely to be a confounding factor) 

and something that becomes a result of a chosen 

concept (the impact of the concept). The precedes 

before concept is called antecedence, consisting of 

Crisis [1, 12, 21], learning from experience [13], 

Disaster, Damage, Loss [16], Exposure to danger 

[22], Support, Communication [23]. Chosen 

concept in this study is family resilience. And the 

precedes after concept is called consequence, 

consist are: Positive belief [21], Protect the health 

[13], family resilience planning and programs 

[16], established coping capacities [22], Cohesion 

[23]. 

1.7. Defined empirical referent 

Empirical referents from family resilience are; 

ability to absorb, adaptability, ability to survive, 

ability to overcome crises, reach function, and 

empower resources in the family. Once empirical 

referents are identified, CAN be part of the 

measuring tool. 

IV. CONCLUSION

Family resilience is the ability to absorb, adapt 

positively, change stressful events, promote well-being to 

achieve one or more original functions by empowering 

resources in the family. Family resilience attributes consist 

of ability to absorb, adaptability, ability to change, 

promotion of well-being, achieving family functions and 

empowering resources in the family. 
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